For classical systems, expectation value of macroscopic property in equilibrium state can be typically provided through thermodynamic (so-called canonical) average, where summation is taken over possible states in phase space (or in crystalline solids, it is typically approximated on cofiguration space). Although we have a number of theoretical approaches enabling to quantitatively estimate equilibrium properties by applying given potential energy surface (PES) to the thermodynamic average, it is generally unclear whether PES can be inversely determined from a given set of properties. This essentially comes from the fact that bijective (or partially bijective) properties of thermodynamic average for classical system is not sufficiently understood so far. Our recent study reveals that for classical discrete system, where thermodynamic average is considered as surjective but not injective map, this bijective property for a set of microscopic states satisfying special condition can be well-characterized by a newly-introduced concept of "harmonicity in the structural degree of freedom", where these states are practically bijective to underlying PES, to be known without requiring any thermodynamic information. However, the study has not provided quantitative investigation of how the bijective characteristics is broken when the special condition is not satisfied. Here we show that scaling factor of the bijection breaking is quantitatively derived for a classical system on periodic lattice under constant composition, by considering trajectories on configuration space of an introduced discrete dynamical system. We find that bijection breaking is universally, exponentially accelarated with incease of the anharmonicity in the structural degree of freedom, where trivial coefficient depends on the choice of the lattice.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical mechanics provides us that when potential energy surface (PES) of the system is once given, macroscopic properties (especiall, dynamical variables) in thermodynamically equilibrium state can be reasonablly determined through thermodynamic (so-called canonical) average, whose summation is in principle taken over all possible microscopic states on phase space. Since number of possibles states considered astronomically increases with increase of the system size and/or the number of components, a variety of theoretical techniques have been developed to effectively predict macroscopic properties such as Metropolis algorism, entropic sampling and Wang-Landau sampling. [1] [2] [3] [4] Despite many successes in the current classical statistical mechanics, it is still generally unclear whether the canonical average can be inversed (or partically inversed) from a given set of property (especially information about microscopic structure that should requires the same dimention as PES). This fact certainly indicate that the current knowledge of the thermodynamic average remains unidirectional, from PES to properties.
When we focus on crystalline solids that can be considered as classical, discrete, many-body system, thermodynamic average for microscopic structure can be treated as surjective, but not injective map, since a set for PES is clearly uncountable infinity, while a set for the structure is finite. Despite these facts, we recently find that the thermodynamic average can be partially bijective for a set of microscopic state satisfying special condition for configurational geometry with residual uncertainty in predicted structure is characterized by a newly-introduced concept "harmonicity in the structural degree of freedom", which can be known a priori without requiring any thermodynamic information. 5 Here we show that the bijective properties of the thermodynamic average is further investigated, by extending our previous idea of the harmonicity: How bijection is broken when the special condition becomes unsatisfied. We quantitatively derive the scaling factor of the bijection breaking as a function of the harmonicity in the structural degree of freedom, which roughly indicate that when Euclidean distance of the given microscopic structure from the center of gravity of configurational density of states (CDOS) for non-interacting system increases, bijection breaking exponentially increases where corresponding linear coefficient depends on the dimension of configuration space as well as on given lattice. The details are shown below.
II. DERIVATION AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Preparation for derivation
Before deriving the scaling factor, we first briefly explain the basic concept of the harmonicity in the structral degree of freedom, and how it relates to the bijective character of the thermodynamic average. Recently, we find that for a broad class of classical systems (e.g., representative lattices such as fcc, bcc, square and triangle, and liquids in rigid box), CDOS for non-interacting system can be well-characterized by multidimensional gaussian when system size increases. 6, 7 We have shown this non-trivial character not only by comparing landscape of the practical CDOS with ideal gaussian, but also by comparing eigenvalue spectrum for covariance matrix of CDOS and random matrix with gaussian orthogonal ensemble. Furthermore, very recently, we quantitatively provide analytic representation of any moments of the one-dimensional CDOS from microscopic information about given lattice, which reveals that why the CDOS is characterized by gaussian and how the practical CDOS slightly deviates from ideal gaussian. 8 We also found that when the CDOS is exactly given by multidimensional gaussian (hereinafter, we call such ideal system as "harmonic system"), thermodynamic average φ th (β ) for structure is exactly bijective to underlying PES 5, 9 (β = (k B T ) −1 , where k B denotes Boltzmann constant and T is absolute temperature). Here, thermodynamic average is explicitly given by linear map, i.e., by matrix form Λ acting on PES, whose elements linearly depends on β and geometric information about underlying lattice. Using these facts, our recent study reveals that slight deviation of the practical CDOS on given lattice from ideal multidimensional gaussian causes changes in uniqueness and stability of the thermodynamic average, i.e., bijective character of φ th for harmonic system is broken. Important point here is that each microscopic state Q on configuration space has different contribution to the bijection-breaking for practical system, where we call this magnitude to the contribution as anhamonicity in the structural degree of freedom, 5 D m , defined as
where d ( , ) denotes distance function under Euclidean metric, and Λ is given by 9
where 1 and 2 , respectively, denotes the linear average and standard deviation over all possible microscopic structures. Furthermore, q i k+ denotes the linear average of q i over all microscopic structures for which the k-th coordinate satisfies q k ≥ q k 1 . The most important point here is that these standard deviation and averages are calculated for a non-interacting system. This directly means that we can construct the matrix Λ a priori without requiring any information about the many-body interactions. Moreover, we have shown that image of the composite map, φ th (β ) • Λ −1 (β ), is exactly independent of β , which means that anharmonicity D m purely reflects the geometric character of the microscopic states, without requiring any thermodynamic information. In our previous study, we find that log D m linearly, universally depends on log D c (D c denotes distance from center of gravity of the CDOS) for small D c on representative lattices, which we call harmonic region. Although we have shown that in the harmonic region, φ th acting on structure becomes partially, practically bijective with residual uncertainty in structure of ∼ D m , the magnitude of bijection-breaking character in φ th has not been quantitatively clarified, which is addressed in the present study.
To investigate the bijection-breaking, let us consider classical discrete system under many-body interaction and constant composition, which typically refers to crystalline solids. Microscopic states on given lattice, Q, is described in terms of the corresponding coordination q 1 , · · · , q f where f denotes dimension of configuration space considered. We here employ coordination based on generalised Ising model, 10 providing complete orthonormal basis functions. Under these definition, potential energy U for any microscopic state is exactly given by
where | denotes the inner product, i.e. trace over all possible microscopic states, and subscript p denotes the choice of landscape of the PES. The present study describe PES in terms of the above given coordinates q 1 , · · · , q f , in inner product form, i.e., U p = U p q 1 , · · · , U p q f . Under these preparations, we introduce two sets, Q = {Q 1 , · · · , Q n } and U = {U 1 , · · · ,U v }. For instance, when we choose PES U r , thermodynamic average of structure under β is written by φ th (β ) · U r = Q r ′ (β ). Since Q is a finite set for discrete system and U is uncountable (i.e., continuous) infinite set, φ th can be surjective but not essentially be injective map, where this difference in discrete and continuous character makes it difficult to address the bijection-breaking. Here, we transform the continuous set U into discrete set, simply discretized by artificially-introduced f -dimensional hypervolume ∆u. ∆u can be taken as sufficiently small (but finite) value based on any disired accuracy, so actual value of ∆u is not essential in the present study. This procedure changes in U from uncountable infinite to countable infinite set. When given PES U r has sufficiently large (Euclidean) distance D k from kernel of φ th , U o = (0, · · · , 0), corresponding image of φ th always results in one of the vertices of the so-called configurational polyhedra (CP), i.e., one of the ground-states. Since such ground-states always locate outside of the harmonic region, 5 we can change the countable infinite set U into finite set, composing of {U 1 , · · · ,U w } with D k ≤ D g , where U v with D k > D g mapped onto one of the ground states can be excluded from the considered set. Generally, the cut-off D g depends on temperature T , but it can be easily avoided by considering normalized PES, U · T −1 , resulting in constant D g depending only on underlying lattice. With these considerations, hereinafter, we consider U as descritezed, finite set whose elements are normalized.
B. Derivation of bijection-breaking
In order to derive the bijection-breaking, we should quantitatively investigate the character of composite map, φ th (β ) • Λ −1 (β ) inside and outside of the harmonic region. This can be systematically investigated by see the trajectory of the following discrete dynamical system:
where t takes non-negative integer value starting from zero. It has been shown that harmonic region is restricted near the center of gravity of the CDOS, we choose multiple initial structures Q 0 s for the above dynamical system near to the center of gravity.
In the present study, trajectory of the dynamical system is numerically obtained for equiatomic binary system on fcc and bcc lattices, where dimension of configuration space considered is 22 and 16, respectively: We perform Monte Calro (MS) simulation for the thermodynamic average φ th for 8 × 8 × 8 expansion of the convensional unit cells. Figure 1 shows the resultant D c in terms of the discrete time, t for fcc lattice. We can clearly see that the dynamical system tends to evolute so that D c behaves as almost monotonic increase function. Significant changes in D c denotes that they get to the one of the vertices of the CP, i.e., ground states act as stable attractors. We confirm that such tendency also holds for other initial states Q 0 even outside of the harmonic region. To further address the bijection-breaking, the trajectories should not only be investigated in configuration space, but also be in PES space. This can be achieved by see the following timeevolution:
where versally monotonic relationship within harmonic region, and the monotonically increasing behavior for the trajectories in Figs. 1 and 2 , we can clarify the bijection-breaking character for thermodynamic average within harmonic region as shown in Fig. 3 . The figure not only shows that residual uncertainty of Λ as thermodynamic average is D U in PES space and is D m in configuration space, but also indicate the character of φ th as map from PES U α in f -dimensional hyperspheric shell R U with inner and outer diameter of D k and D k + D U (green area in the figure) to structure Q α in hyperspheric shell R Q with inner and outer dimameter of D c and D c + D m (blue area). Therefore, we define scale factor for bijection-breaking in φ th FIG. 3: Schematic illustration of bijection-breaking character for thermodynamic average φ th within harmonic region in terms of structural degree of freedom, with that for Λ is given together. Here,
as effective volume in PES space mapped onto a single microscopic state, which is proportional to
where g (U) and g (Q) denote density of states on respective space. Since g (U) is constant, numerator is proportional to the volume of the hyperspheric shell V R U , which re-define the scale factor as
Since D k ≫ D U in harmonic region, 5 we can provide
where
For denominator, exact CDOS g (Q) is unknown. However, we can approximate g (Q) as multidimensional gaussian since harmonic region locates near the center of gravity of CDOS in Euclidean metric. 5 Therefore, we can rewrite denominator as Using these results, we can finally determine scale factor for bijection-breaking as
where constant K is given by
depending on dimension of configuration space, composition and lattice. Since a > 0 and b > 0, we can clearly see that bijection-breaking in harmonic region is Monotonically increasing function in terms of anharmonicity in the structural degree of freedom, D m .
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